
Among the great civilizations that have
marked history, ancient Greece
remains one of the most remarkable.
In art, politics, literature, philosophy or
science, his legacy still influences our
world today. Greek civilization
invented almost everything, starting
with democracy. Athens was the first
place to agree with sharing of power
with the citizens. They were allowed to
express themselves through voting on
major decisions, such as declaring war
or government spending. Citizens
could also elect their civil and military
representatives. These rights were
reserved for free men over 20, born in
Athens to Athenian parents. The
others, female, slaves and foreigners,
were deprived of it.

Greek Sunshine



Athens is a bubbling atmosphere, which
is both Mediterranean and European. A
city with multiple identities, to which
each district brings its own tone. The
Greek capital has decided not to let itself
be overwhelmed by a never-ending
crisis. With the 2008 crisis, many shops
have closed, buildings are dilapidated
and threaten to collapse. But when the
streets are too gray, Athenians cover
them with graffiti. They are still dreaming
... then at the corner of the street, the
silhouette of the Partheon emerges. By
going to discover this fabulous acropolis,
you will have one of the most beautiful
views of the city of Athens.



Yanis, the first major winner of the Masterchef in
Greece, welcomed me in the greatest Greek tradition,
that of philoxenia, which represents traditional Greek
hospitality at its best. Thanks to him, I discovered
people in love with their local products and
extraordinary foods, including delectable honeys, each
with their own particularity.

Yanis receives in his house and prepares his guests the
best Greek meals. He takes care to choose local
ingredients, at the market, and does wonders with
them. He taught me to use the disgorged water of
cucumbers when making a tzatziki: a facial !! Nothing is
better for the skin than pure cucumber water!

He also introduced me to the famous Greek Cariki
cheese, made on the Island of Tinos, which is aged in a
gourd for a year. I have to say, the smell is... unique!



In the central market of Athens,
there is a ton of fresh produce.
We then understand why Greek
food is so delicious. The quality
of the ingredients honors the
simplicity of the dishes. The
food reflects all the freshness
of the Mediterranean. Fish,
seafood, quality meat, various
cheeses. The famous sheep's
milk feta is highlighted. The deli
meats, including pastirma, a
beef deli meat of Turkish origin
with a unique taste, are a pure
delight.



The one who welcomes me in her small kitchen and shares her family roots with me with her
grandmother's recipes is Maria. Before the cooking part, we always go to the local market to
choose the best local products. It is with her that I, among other things, learned to make the best
moussaka, this famous Greek lasagna! A delectable and family dish that will fill you up in an instant!
Don't hesitate to try it. Several recipes are available on the Internet, but my favorites contain
potatoes and eggplants!

With Maria, I also learned how to make the best tzatziki, the recipe of which I share with you, as
well as the famous tomatokeftedes, these unique tomato and zucchini fritters. What a joy to be
able to taste these wonderful dishes on your balcony, in the heart of Athens!



It would be a bit crazy to go to Greece without enjoying the islands. I had the chance to go to
Crete, the largest island in the country, famous for its food, to cook specialties in a traditional
pastries more than 100 years old. The family of Yolande, the owner of Nutra-Fruit (your
cranberries!), owns this fabulous place.



After a beautiful night in the boat, on a trip from Athens to Chania, I had the chance when I
arrived to appreciate a wonderful sunrise and to discover a blue water to dream of. While
walking, I found a restaurant serving only local specialties. A wonderful Cretan breakfast, 100%
local! Between the fig jams, cheeses and breads, I also tasted the dakos. A Cretan specialty
appreciated all over Greece. A nice crouton of a special bread, on which we put a puree of fresh
tomatoes and sheep's feta cheese.



To get to Llerapetra, where the family's bakery is located, I took my scooter and crossed the
island. I had the chance to see extraordinary landscapes, somewhere between the mountains
and the water. When I arrived, the family was waiting for me with a meal of local specialties,
including delectable garlic snails!

The village of Llerapetra is a village where life is good.
The day after my arrival, I was able to go to the bakery to
learn more about traditional pastries, including
lokoumas, small donuts drizzled with syrup. What a
delight!

Note, there is no waste in this bakery. The previous day's
bread is dried and then sold for pet owners, especially
dogs, to feed them.

Thanks to Spiros, Jacovos, Jenny and the whole family for
their incredible welcome!





Crossing the island of Crete on my scooter is an unforgettable experience that allowed me to make
many stops on the way to discover thunderous culinary specialties!

By the way, there are around 5,000 islands in Greece, and 200 of them are habited. So you have
plenty of choices to visit!



In Greece, I enjoyed myself like nowhere else.
And especially because of desserts. Just the
yogurt with the cherry jam was amazing! But
one cake that I particularly enjoyed is the
fanouropita. A beautiful moment for me is when
I met Chara. She came from this beautiful
church in the center of Athens, from where she
had just shared the cake. She immediately
offered me a piece, explaining that the tradition
is to bake this cake when something is lost.
However, to find the said thing, it must be
shared! And for Chara, the best place to share it
was at church. The Greeks are predominantly
Orthodox and have not lost the tradition of
going to church on Sundays.

Since then, I have many good "loss reasons" to
bake this cake every time I lose something!

Galaktoboureko is THE Greek dessert !
And when I tasted it hot and fresh at
the pastry shop, I had no choice but to
ask Maria how to make it! Many sheets
of phyllo pasta, soaked in butter,
contain a thick pastry cream. After
cooking, we pour a hot syrup on top.
This dessert should be illegal !!



The Greeks are good with desserts, but also with
coffees! Moreover, to know if a girl is good to marry,
the father-in-law will make her prepare a traditional
Greek coffee and make sure that there is indeed foam
on the top. To make the foam, you have to gently stir
the finely ground coffee and water with love, 40 times,
cup by cup! When the coffee is consumed, you can
even predict the future by turning the cup upside down
and observing the traces left by the coffee grounds.

Another coffee very popular with the Greeks is the
famous freddo. A very refreshing cold whipped coffee
in hot weather. This way of serving coffee has been
around for at least 50 years in Greece.



Olives and olive oil are part of
the blood of the Greeks. Tasting
Kalamata olives on the rooftops
of Athens makes them even
better!

Go to a restaurant, order a salad without specifying which one, and you will get a Greek salad. The
famous salad with tomatoes, onions, peppers, herbs, olive oil and a nice piece of feta cheese on
top.

Among the other specialties not to be missed, the koulouris, a heritage of the Turks! And what
about the pan-fried and then flambéed feta, with lemon juice. The grilled octopus is absolutely
delectable too. But what I never get tired of in Greece is the famous souvlaki! I ate it every day,
whether in the morning, at noon, in the evening, or very late at night! Couldn't miss having you cook
a fresh, home-cooked one, as served in Greece!





Going to Greece means enjoying the taverns and learning to dance with the locals. It is also
admiring incredible landscapes, whether it is the sea or mountains.

The Greeks have preserved many traditions that continue to this day, and it is fabulous to discover
them. Head to Greece to enjoy the tavernas, admire the sunsets, stroll the streets and the terraces
late at night.

The strength of character and sense of family of the Greeks is impressive. Thank you to each of the
people who opened the door for me to their culture and tradition in Greece. I wish you love your
meal as much as I enjoyed my time spent with the people of this country!


